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Editor              

 

Peter Rhind 

Email: rhind1003@btinternet.com 

Telephone: (01253) 812495 

 

My last Newsletter so can I thank 

everyone who have sent in items 

over the last few years, I really 

appreciate your support. Without 

that the Bird Club would not have 

a Newsletter. 

Another spring and what 

excitement lies in wait. The real 

joy of birding is its 

unpredictability; nearly anything 

can turn up anywhere. All you 

need is the luck to be there when 

it happens. Good luck. 

 

 

In this edition:  

Jonny Scragg has taken over compiling the Sightings for the newsletter. Welcome and 

thanks to Stephen Dunstan for his support over the years, really appreciated. 

I attempt to help separate Cormorants from Shags, something I have and still do struggle 

with. Easy to do except when they are at sea and constantly hidden by waves! 

Ian Walker has written about the development of the Swift project on the Fylde. 

Paul Slade shares his enjoyment of a trip to Spain in early December in search of Iberian 

Lynx. 

Obituaries for Dave Pitman and Geoff Gradwell who both sadly passed away recently. 

 

You will notice that the dates of the Newsletter have changed. They will now come out in 

January, April, July and October. This will help the recording system for the Annual Report. 

Jonny Scragg has agreed to take on the editorship of the Newsletter after the April edition. 

Keep the articles rolling in. they should be sent to news@fyldebirdclub.org.  

Fylde 

Bird Club 

LANCASHIRE 

April 2019 Newsletter 

Charity Number 1102961 

mailto:news@fyldebirdclub.org
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Recent Sightings – January to March 2019 

 

Wildfowl, Divers & Grebes 

An extremely quiet start to 2019 for local goose-chasers, with just a couple of Barnacles 

and the odd Greenland-White Front unearthed amongst the north Fylde Pink-feet flocks 

during January. Fortunately things picked up a little in early February, highlighted by a 

Taiga Bean Goose found by Stuart Piner at Eagland Hill, which based on the orange 

patterning on the bill may well be the same individual that visited the area in 2017. 

Maximum counts during the period for the other scarce goose species were 1 Tundra 

Bean, 4 Eurasian White-fronted, up to 5 Greenland White-fronted, 2 Barnacle and a 

single Dark-bellied Brent.  

Wintering Whooper Swan herds could be found at all the expected sites around the Fylde 

during this first winter period, with the largest congregation containing over 600 birds on 

pasture along Moss Lane, Thurnham. This was also the location for the only Bewick’s 

Swans of the year so far, the group peaking at 11 individuals including a single juvenile.  

If it was a quiet period for geese then it was practically a graveyard for scarce ducks; in 

fact the only sightings of note were of birds found in the Glasson area on New Year’s Day. 

The big surprise was a trio of Egyptian Geese in the Conder Pool area for the first couple 

of weeks of the year, the first in the Fylde for over 6 years! Just down the road a 1st winter 

male Scaup was on Glasson Basin and remained there till the end of January, the only 

sighting of the species during the period after birds at Fleetwood Nature Reserve and 

Myerscough Quarry both disappeared before New Year’s Day; there were no records 

received of other regular winter-duck species such as Velvet Scoter and Long-tailed Duck.  

Scarce diver sightings were very limited during the reporting period, with a summer-

plumaged Black-throated Diver off Starr Gate on the 31st March preventing a complete 

blank. There was no such late reprieve for scarce grebes however with no records 

returned during the three months.  

 

Seabirds, Herons & allies 

A single Leach’s Petrel flew west past Rossall Point during strong winds on the 14th 

March, a rare but not unprecedented winter record. As expected given the time of year 

other interesting seabirds were sparse, a couple of Shag records from Starr Gate were the 

best of the rest.  

By contrast it was another strong winter showing for the heron family with Egrets in 

particularly stealing the show. It has to be assumed that the single Cattle Egrets at 

Bryning and Warton/Freckleton are the same birds that showed up in the area in both 

2017 & 2018, part of a larger group of 9 birds that spends most of its time on the south 

side of the Ribble around Southport.  From Fylde-mega to annual visitor is a remarkable 

change in status, long may it continue. The same can certainly be said for Great White 

Egret, with individuals being recorded during the period at Marton Mere/Heron’s Reach, 
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Myerscough Quarry and Carr House Green Common in addition to the expected birds on 

the Ribble marshes. 

The only Bittern reports for the first winter period predictably came from Marton Mere; 

where two birds were present in January and into February with perhaps just one bird 

remaining into March and beyond. 

 

Raptors & Owls 

After several sparse years Hen Harriers returned in force to the Ribble marshes this 

winter to the delight of all! A fine adult male was joined by at least 2 ringtail birds with all 

regularly being seen on the Fylde side of the river between Freckleton and Lytham Quays. 

In addition a passage ringtail individual was seen at Shard Bridge on the 24th March. The 

Ribble marshes also held the bulk of the Marsh Harrier sightings during the period with up 

to 5 mostly juvenile birds present. Far less easy to catch up with in the Fylde is Red Kite; 

a single bird south the Wyre Estuary at Larbreck on the 24th March was typically brief and 

the only record during the period. 

Short-eared Owls were relatively scarce during the reporting period however a long-

staying bird on Lytham Moss meant everyone had the opportunity to catch up with the 

species locally. Other records came from Newton Marsh, The Heads and Cockersands. 

Unfortunately for the second winter period in a row Marton Mere drew a blank for roosting 

Long-eared Owls, although a sighting of 2 birds at a remote north Fylde location does at 

least provide proof that the species is clinging on in the our area. 

 

Waders 

After a bumper few winters this year saw a poor-showing for Purple Sandpipers on the 

Fylde, with just a single bird roosting in the favoured areas at Blackpool North Shore and 

Fleetwood Marine Lakes. Likewise only one wintering Spotted Redshank was recorded 

during the period, on the Wyre Estuary most commonly near the ICI Reservoir; an 

individual of this species in the high tide roost at Pilling Lane Ends on the 24th March was 

most likely an early passage bird. There were no reports of over-wintering Whimbrel during 

the period, whilst the only Common Sandpiper was one recorded at Myerscough Quarry 

on several dates. 

 

Gulls & Terns 

The relatively mild winter and lack of cold northerlies meant it was a blank first winter 

period for both Glaucous and Iceland Gulls, the returning adult Iceland Gull at Marton 

being particularly missed in its absence after 7 consecutive winters in the area. A 1st winter 

Yellow-legged Gull at Cocker’s Dyke for a few days in mid-February was therefore the 

gull highlight of the period, whilst winter storms brought a smattering of Little Gulls along 

the coastline on several dates.  
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Other non-passerines 

A Hooded Crow at Todderstaffe Hall was the pick of the other non-passerine species 

during the period; being found on the 13th February it was still being sighted in the area at 

the end of March.  

 

Passerines 

The standout passerine occurrence during the period came in the form of the 

unprecedented congregation of Water Pipits discovered at Warton Marsh. Long the 

epicentre of Fylde Water Pipit records, Warton held a staggering group of as many as 50 

individuals during January and February, almost certainly the largest grouping of this 

species in the country! Is this a freak surge in numbers or did conditions just happen to 

bring the whole wintering population of the area together when normally they would mostly 

be out of sight? 

In terms of more routine winter fare the pair of wide-ranging Snow Buntings continued 

along the beach at Starr Hills into earlier February, although they often proved tricky to pin 

down for visiting observers. Bramblings were observed coming to the feeding stations at 

both Eagland Hill and Todderstaffe Hall whilst the only Black Redstart record came from 

an individual sound-recorded by Chris Batty from his Knott End garden on the 26th March. 

What other unseen rarities will Chris record this year I wonder? 

 

Summer Migrants returning 

The return of the first Avocets in early February may be a little too early to start heralding 

the arrival of spring, however the first Sand Martins can certainly be classed as the start 

of the changing seasons and this year they were on the 1st March, the earliest ever in the 

Fylde! The first dates for other early returning migrants reported on our website can be 

found below: 

Avocet 11th February 
Sand Martin 1st March 
Wheatear 20th March 
Osprey 21st March 
Little Ringed Plover 22nd March 
Swallow 28th March 
Sandwich Tern 30th March 
Arctic Skua 30th March 

 

Jonny Scragg 
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The Lynx Effect 

After several years of wanting to visit but failing to organize a trip to try and see Iberian Lynx I was 

invited by some southern based friends to join them for a long weekend in December 2018, basing 

ourselves in the Sierra De Andujar National Park. 

Iberian Lynx is apparently the world’s rarest cat and until recent years the Coto Doñana in 

Southern Spain was considered the best place to try and connect with these elusive felines. 

However, sightings nowadays appear much more regular in the Sierra De Andujar National Park 

http://www.andalucia.org/en/natural-spaces/nature-park/sierra-de-andujar/ 

Several tour companies run tours to the area but it is an extremely easy trip to do independently; 

as long as someone in your group speaks a little Spanish! 

Iberian Lynx is endemic to the Iberian Peninsula and was formally found in Southern France, 

Portugal & Spain. In 1990 there were 12 Spanish populations containing around 1100 individuals, 

but surveys in 2004 estimated only 84-143 animals remaining (with only 38 breeding females) and 

only two viable populations; one in the Coto Doñana and one in the Sierra de Andujar. Iberian Lynx 

feed almost exclusively on rabbits but over the last 60 years rabbit numbers on the Iberian 

Peninsula have crashed. This decline, coupled with hunting and habitat loss, played a major part in 

the decline in Lynx numbers. 

Conservation efforts now appear to have halted the decline. Surveys in 2008 estimated around 150 

in the Sierra (including 40 breeding females) and another 50 in the Coto Doñana. The conservation 

effort included restoration of the rabbit population, habitat protection and a Lynx reintroduction 

programme. For more information on Iberian Lynx see:  SOSLynx.org 

So to the trip, I booked myself a flight with Easyjet from Liverpool  leaving at 07.05 on Thursday 7th 

December arriving in Malaga just before 10.00 local time. Quickly through arrivals I was met by my 

friends who had already collected the hire car, a large spacious Hyundai Tucson (the added height 

and ground clearance would prove very handy driving around the rough roads of the National Park) 

The Sierra de Andujar is about two and a half hours north of Malaga along a very good road which 

was dual carriageway virtually all the way there. Passing through a varied landscape of towns, 

cities and vast open farmland full of vines and olive trees the time quickly passed. 

Birds were a little thinly scattered but we did manage to see a couple of wintering White Storks, 

several Red Kite and hundreds of Spotless Starlings. 

Arriving at the National Park and passing Los Pinos (https://www.lospinos.es/ ), our 

accommodation for one of the four nights we would be staying, we turned off the main road and 

shortly passed our other base, Villa Matilde (http://www.villamatilde.org/), where we would stay for 

the other three nights. The accommodation is limited and can get very busy so if planning a visit in 

the peak months of December and January, book well in advance. Another word of advice when 

planning a booking, if contacting Los Pinos by email they will not respond unless you enquire in 

Spanish ! it is the much better place to stay in my opinion, with a very pleasant friendly bar and 

excellent food in both the bar or restaurant. Villa Matilde is a bit out of the way but if you’re not too 

bothered about having a drink in the evening, it’s still a nice place to stay. 

http://www.andalucia.org/en/natural-spaces/nature-park/sierra-de-andujar/
https://www.lospinos.es/
http://www.villamatilde.org/
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The bar at Los Pinos                                                  Spanish Fighting Bull 

Wanting to maximise our chances of connecting with Lynx, we decided to head straight up to the 

main Lynx watching area along the JH-5004 at La Lancha (see map), a further twenty or so 

minutes down a sometimes very rough ‘road’. Arriving at the area we were a little surprised to see 

so many people out looking, about 50-60 cat watchers were stationed at regular intervals all staring 

intently down into the valley and ravines below the road. 

  

Sierra de Andujar 

There appeared to be several nationalities of watchers, many Spanish and English and 

several French and Belgians.  

Starting birding we quickly noticed two raptors overhead, remarkably a Golden Eagle with 

an adult Spanish Imperial Eagle, not a bad start! Also in the air scanning around the 

hilltops produced many Griffon Vultures taking advantage of the thermals rising from the 

surrounding hillsides, up to 70 were on show. Small birds in the area included; Southern 

Grey Shrike, several Hawfinch, a couple of Iberian Green Woodpeckers (now split from 

our Green Woodpecker), loads of Azure Winged Magpies toured the valleys in little 

groups, several ‘takking’ Sardinian Warblers skulked in the bushes rarely showing more 

than a head or a tail. 

With so many people around we decided to go and spend the remaining daylight at the 

Jandula Dam, a short drive downhill from the Lynx area. At least 100 Crag Martin were 

flying around the dam wall and, as the light faded, several Tawny Owls started calling 

before we picked up the distinctive but distant call of an Eagle Owl on the other side of the 

river valley on the big cliff face, one to try for tomorrow in better light. 
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After a couple of glasses of wine and a meal at Los Pinos we turned in for the night with a 

plan for an early start the following morning. Driving up to the Lynx area we passed 

several deer in the road, both Fallow and Red in good numbers then a local speciality, 

Mouflon, not something I had even heard of before the trip; a muscular looking goat/sheep 

animal with large horns. 

  

Red Deer                                                         Mouflon 

Arriving back at La Lancha we parked the car and decided to spend the morning walking 

the road scanning the habitat below, hoping to catch up with a Lynx. 

New birds for the day included lots of Black Redstart, several Little Owls, Hoopoe, Serin, 

Corn Buntings, Firecrest, Crested Tit, and the local race of Long Tailed Tit, differing from 

ours by a having a paler grey back. Around midday we decided to have a drive down to 

the dam and spend a little time exploring there; a good decision as on arriving we quickly 

picked up a distant stunning male Black Wheatear. Turning our attention skywards it soon 

became apparent there were many more vultures in the air today, scanning around we 

counted at least 185 Griffon and two Cinereous (or black vulture if you prefer the old 

name) plus two each of Golden and Spanish Imperial Eagle. 

  

Griffon Vulture                                      Cinereous (Black) Vulture 

As the afternoon progressed we headed back to La Lancha hoping for another try for Lynx; 

on arriving there was a large group of people staring intently in to a tree next to the road, 

surely this was the moment we had been hoping for; alas no, there was indeed a Lynx sat 

under the tree but even though it was less than twenty feet away all anyone could see was 

the tip of a tail! One very lucky person had stood next to the tree minutes before and 

noticed the Lynx asleep before it woke and climbed down in to thick cover. Waiting until 
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dusk hoping it would move proved a waste of time as even though there were probably 

50+ quite noisy people watching, it slept through the noise before slinking off out the back 

of the bush when it was virtually pitch black. Surely day three would bring us better luck. 

Day three we decided to start early and drive up in the dark, being tantalisingly close the 

previous evening had convinced us to try even harder to see one of these elusive cats. 

Very few people were around compared to the previous two days so hopefully that would 

make for a quieter day people wise; we parked up and began the search again. About 9 

am I was scanning one of the small ravines below me when suddenly there was a Lynx! 

about 80 metres away from me; it was slowly walking up the steep slope opposite. Not 

wanting to spook it I tried to alert my friends being as quiet as I could; the Lynx turned and 

stared at me, what a moment, an amazing feeling having tried so hard over the last few 

days. As my team slowly ambled up, not realising I was being serious, the Lynx vanished 

but then luckily appeared again slightly higher up the slope where we all got great views 

and also managed to summon some Spanish guys as well, who seemed as pleased as we 

were as we watched it climb over the ridge in to the next ravine. We all ran down the road 

to catch it up as it dropped in to the next valley, seemingly on a mission. We watched it for 

about a further ten minutes before we lost it in the low cloud crossing a track on the other 

side of the valley. 

  

Our first proper view of a Lynx                               Dartford Warbler 

Feeling absolutely elated we decided to return back to Los Pinos for a celebratory 

breakfast. Passing the local ranger/warden on the way we decided to stop and show her a 

photo to which she explained in broken English it looked like the resident male from that 

valley as she could clearly see its pair of b******s ! We never did find out her name but she 

was fascinating to talk to and full of information and pride for the Lynx project, we decided 

from then on herself and her partner would be known fondly as ‘Pussy Patrol’ 

As the pressure was now off, we headed back to Los Pinos and enjoyed several coffee’s 

and breakfast before returning back up the valley for some more relaxed birding time, 

catching up with Dartford Warbler, Crested Lark and Short Toed Treecreeper, all from the 

roadside. 

While deciding where to park up, three people suddenly ran towards us at the side of the 

road so we quickly abandoned the car and asked what they had seen. One of them had 

briefly seen a Lynx walk through the undergrowth close to the road. Barely had he finished 
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talking when he picked it up well hidden but only about 30 metres away where it stayed for 

about ten minutes before getting up and having a walk about, this was fantastic and the 

views we had really hoped for; it rarely stood still but luckily for Tweedy it walked out from 

between some rocks and he managed the stunning picture below before it wandered off 

out of sight. 

 

Amazingly, not ten minutes later a shout went up further to our left where someone had 

just seen another Lynx. Quickly following the shout we joined the group staring below the 

road just in time to see our third individual of the day again vanish in to the undergrowth.  

Deciding we could in no way better our success with Lynx we decided to end the day at 

the dam trying for Eagle Owl. Scanning the scree slopes we managed to see about 15 

Spanish Ibex, four Mouflon and a couple of Chough before the Owl started calling but 

searching proved fruitless, it remained hidden, but what a place to end the day. 

   

Jandula Dam                                                   Chough 
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After the previous day’s success we decided to just do a bit of easy birding as it was our 

last full day. A stunning male Rock Bunting right by the car was very photogenic and, at 

the dam trying to get better views of Black Wheatear, we stumbled upon a group of Alpine 

Accentors, probably nine birds in total giving superb views, and as usually the case with 

Accentors they can be remarkably tame showing down to a few feet at times. 

   

       Rock Bunting                                           Alpine Accentor 

Our final morning dawned and with only a couple of hours before we had to head off south 

towards Malaga, we agreed we should have one last try in the hills, a good decision as it 

turned out as we managed to see a group of eight Wild Boar, really pleasing for myself as I 

have always missed them in other parts of Europe. 

 

Wild Boar 

I can thoroughly recommend this trip if you have a desire to see Iberian Lynx, or even if 

you just fancy a few days birding in a stunning part of Spain, wandering around in a tee 

shirt in December in 20+ degrees heat makes a pleasant change to gloomy grey winter 

days in the Fylde!  Although I should add it was very cold early morning until the sun got 

up, hat and gloves are essential as it’s usually only around 2 degrees then! 

I can also highly recommend the ‘Sembro’ red wine they serve at Los Pinos!  

Paul Slade 
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Action For Swifts on the Fylde. 

Whilst writing this article Storm Gareth is battering the Fylde Coast and warm summer 

evenings seem a million miles away however March is nearly over and Spring must surely 

be around the corner. 

As Spring arrives so will our migrants from continental Europe and Africa. 

One of the most iconic sounds and images of summer is the sight of a screaming party of 

Swifts as they cut through the skies with their dynamic shape. 

However data from the RSPB shows a 51% decrease in breeding numbers of Swifts in the 

UK between 1995 – 2015 and this would appear to be accelerating given that the BTO 

state that in the last decade numbers of Swifts have fallen by 25% - sadly making the Swift 

an amber listed species. 

 

Common Swift – David Moreton 

So what can be done? 

Last year the volunteers of Lytham Hall contacted the Bird Club for advice regarding a 

Swift Project. I have been a volunteer with Swift Conservation Group for nearly 10 years 

and therefore I provided the volunteers with nest box design details. This information can 

be readily found on the Swift Conservation Group website and also the Action for Swifts 

website. 

The key design point for anyone thinking of building a Swift box is the depth. 

Fundamentally a Swift is a purpose built flying machine. Compared to its body size the 

Swift has one of the biggest of wings in nature. Because Swifts fly directly into the nest, 

they need to be able to turn around once inside. Unfortunately poorly designed nest boxes 

can be fatal for our Common Swift found in the UK. 

Lytham Hall is fortunate to have a superb volunteer base who amongst them share a lot of 

skills and therefore 3 boxes were quickly constructed and mounted on the outbuildings 

facing in the correct direction.  
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As part of the Swift Project Fylde Bird Club purchased a sound system that can play calls 

in order to try and attract Swifts to the nest boxes and this year we will again play the calls 

in hope to try and attract Swifts to Lytham Hall. 

If this is something you would be interested in helping with please feel free to contact me. 

Alternatively if you know someone who is studying for an Environmental Qualification and 

would like a project for their portfolio please feel free to pass on my details. Any help would 

be much appreciated. 

 

Citizen Science  

Prior to moving to the Fylde I lived in Longridge where, with the help of my friend Gavin 

Thomas we started a Swift Project in the Ribble Valley. We asked all active birders to 

record sighting of screaming parties of Swifts on the East Lancashire Ornithological 

Society database. Using this data, we approached Ribble Valley Borough Council (RVBC) 

Planning Department regarding their procedures on future planning applications. RVBC 

were very approachable and the data helped changed their approach to Swift 

Conservation. 

It is very easy to become cynical about Conservation however the majority of Local 

Authorities would like to include environmental issues into their decision making policies 

however without valid data, it can be difficult to implement mitigation measures that could 

benefit wildlife. 

Therefore, over the summer if you see a screaming party of Swifts please record where 

you saw them on the Fylde Bird Club recording site. Simply a street name and location 

would be very beneficial. 

For example last year I recorded screaming parties on Links Road in St Annes near the 

Grand Hotel, Canberraway and Queensway in Warton and Dock Road in Lytham. 

If you do not have access to the internet please feel free to contact me with your records 

and I will put them on the Fylde Bird Club database. 

It may not seem a lot but by simply recording the location of screaming parties of Swifts 

will have a huge impact in helping to save this special bird.   

Ian Walker 
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                                          Dave Pitman 

Dave was one of the first members in the early days of the Fylde Bird Club, he was also on 

the bird club committee for a few years. He was a very keen and enthusiastic birdwatcher 

and the most well-travelled birder I have ever met. He probably saw more species of birds 

than anybody I know. Dave was also a keen Blackburn Rovers supporter and also enjoyed 

watching Lancashire play cricket. 

One of his first foreign birding trips was to North America with a group of birders when he 

was a student. He told me that instead of hiring a car they bought a car when they arrived, 

then travelled around North America for a few weeks then sold the car at the end of the 

trip! 

After graduating with a degree in chemistry he became a science teacher and all his 

birding trips abroad were during school holidays. When he stopped full time teaching he 

became a supply teacher because the flexibility enabled him to arrange many more birding 

trips. Also the arrival of the internet and e-mail and cheaper air travel made everything 

much easier and cheaper. 

 

I was fortunate to go on quite a few trips with him, about 25 in all, mainly during the 1980’s 

and 90’s. The itinary of the trips could and sometimes did change during the trip if we got 

some up-to-date info about a good site or a difficult to see species. One memorable 

instance of this was on my first Brazil trip, we got to know about a Harpy Eagle nest but it 

was on private land. We got in touch with the land owner and the next day we were taken 

by the land owner in a pick-up truck to within 25 metres of the nest tree where we were 

able to spend a few memorable hours watching a Harpy Eagle at the nest!  A similar 

instance was while in the Philippines when Dave arranged for us to join a group of 

researchers who were studying the critically endangered Philippine Eagle at the nest. We 

watched from a tree hide overlooking the nest. We were extremely fortunate to see this 

very rare raptor. 

One of the best days birding of my life was on one of Dave’s trips to Australia where he 

arranged with a birder friend of his for us to join a pelagic seabird watching trip out from 
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Wollongong in South East Australia which the local birders regularly arranged to observe 

and record seabird numbers. Luckily the sea was fairly calm and we went out about 

20miles offshore. It was brilliant. We saw 5 species of Albatross including Wandering and 

Royal Albatross plus 2 species of Pterodroma Petrels and a few Shearwater species and 

other Petrels. All of which were attracted to within a few metres of the boat by the copious 

amounts of chum being thrown overboard. 

 

Unfortunately in the last few years Dave developed an illness which affected his mental 

well being. 

Sadly Dave passed away on December 27th  2018 aged 66. I spent hundreds of happy 

days birding all over the world with Dave for which I will always be grateful.  Thank you 

Dave   

Tony Myerscough    
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Geoff Gradwell 

 

Geoff sadly passed away on Saturday 5th January 2019 at St Catherine's Hospice in 

Preston. 

Geoff had been a member of Fylde Bird Club since 2009 and a regular contributor to the 

sightings page. He will always be remembered for his amazing find of an Ortolan Bunting 

at the Bradshaw Lane feeding station on 20th May 2009. Many of you will also remember 

him for his finds at Savick Park; the last Fylde Willow Tit graced his garden in September 

and October 2017. He also single handedly changed the local status of Bullfinch;  a count 

of 18 in August 2018 was exceptional. 

Geoff designed the amazing display panels for the club which now grace the walls of the 

Rossall Point tower and also designed our club flyer. 

For several years he had plans to produce an interactive guide for Fylde birding sites and 

came up with many early ideas and designs. Sadly he never got to see the finished article 

now live on our website. 

In Geoff’s memory the club made a donation to Lymphoma Action and the fundraising 

page is still open here for anyone wishing to donate: 

https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/geoffgradwell 

Geoff will be sadly missed and fondly remembered. 

Paul Slade 

 

 

 

 

https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/geoffgradwell
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Confusion Species        Cormorants and Shags 

Reptilian and prehistoric are two of the words used to describe these outstanding 

fishermen. Views can be brief as they sit in the water nearly submerged or all you see are 

feet and tail feathers as they dive. Many a time my photos show a circle of ripples where 

the bird was. Then I have searched for the bird till it appears eventually quite a distance 

from where it disappeared. Amazing birds. 

Cormorant  ( aka   Scarf, Billy Diver or Black Diver ) 

The one we are most likely 

on the Fylde is the 

Cormorant. They are 

bigger, more robust, thicker 

necked and heavier bodied, 

an altogether more 

imposing bird than the 

slighter more delicate Shag. 

The bill has a pronounced 

hook which extends below 

the lower mandible. In full breeding plumage they have a white patch on the thigh and a 

white punk hair style or filoplumes and white under chin feathers, how could any female 

Cormorant resist them! The overall colour appears black at a distance but at close range 

the wings and back shade from black into bronze.  The juveniles are brown on the back 

and pale white or patchy brown underneath. 

In flight the longer tail and thick 

neck and strong bill give the 

Cormorant a goose like profile. 

They can quite often fly in groups 

and at height when the style of 

flapping and gliding separates them 

from geese. As they come into roost 

the dark squadron of birds have a 

primeval appearance. The neck of 

the flying Cormorant has a 

pronounced kink which again 

separates it from the Shag. 

When diving it leaps forward arcing 

into the water. The feathers of the 

Cormorant permit water to pass which gives the bird a streamlined shape under water and 

helps to make it such an agile and successful fisherman. It also means it needs to dry out 

regularly and reproof its feathers hence the classic heraldic pose. 

The Cormorant has a strong link with Liverpool because of its starring role on the Liver 

Building and on the Liverpool FC football shirts. It is not loved by all though. The ability to 

fish so well has brought it into conflict with anglers. Unlike anglers the Cormorant has 

never got the hang of throwing the fish back once it has caught it!!  It is believed its 

nickname of Black Death or Black Plague relates to its success in the water. It does mean 

that licences are sometimes granted to cull Cormorants to control numbers. 
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Whilst the Shag rarely strays far from the sea the Cormorant is quite happy to set up 

inland colonies close to lakes which provide fish. They roost together but the strength and 

quantity of the droppings does eventually kill the roosting tree.   

 

Shag   ( aka  Green Cormorant, Tappo or Black Duck ) 

Shags swim low in the water 

appearing semi submerged. The 

thin neck and fine almost fragile bill 

gives them the appearance of a sea 

snake. The hook on the bill is less 

pronounced than that of the 

Cormorant. It rarely extends past 

the lower mandible giving the shag 

a less malevolent look. The 

breeding Shag is an impressive 

bird, metallic plumage shading into 

an olive back and a deep green 

neck and head, a bright yellow 

patch encircling the gape and an 

amazing feather crest curled 

forwards. Something very special and that hair style, what can I say. 

The juvenile Shag is brownish 

with a uniform paler brown 

underneath. The lower mandible 

is an insipid pale yellow 

contrasting with the juvenile 

Cormorant which has a bleached 

bone lower mandible. The head 

of the Shag rises steeply from 

the beak which gives a 

distinctive profile from the 

Cormorant whose head has a 

flatter crown and sports a bump 

at the rear of the head. The 

Shags feet are dark to black. 

In flight the classic outline is of a pot bellied bird with a straight neck and a flat trajectory 

low over the water. It is exclusively marine and usually to be found nesting low on rocky 

shorelines. Unlike the Cormorant it is rarely found away from rocky coasts. When fishing it 

leaps clear before entering the water like springboard diver. The Cormorant is much more 

understated as it arcs gently into the water. 

During the second world war there was a shortage of ducks and I believe the Shags 

appeared on the menu under the name of Black Duck. The dish has a Scottish pedigree. 

Early recipes suggest that the flavour can be improved by burying it in a clean cloth for a 

time. Sounds delicious, can’t wait for it to appear on a local menu!! It doesn’t say how long 

to bury it though. 

Peter Rhind (Photo - Juvenile Shag - Paul Ellis) 
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Notices 

Flickr 

I have had a number of requests recently about how to download photograph onto the 

Fylde Bird Club website. If you e-mail Paul Ellis at ; news@fyldebirdclub.org he will send 

out a guide to the process. 

Hope this helps. 

 

Hare Coursing at Newton Marsh 

Following a recent incident of hare coursing at Newton Marsh the RSPB have requested 

that local birders be extra vigilant for such activates when birding the area. Information 

about what to do in the event of witnessing hare coursing can be found on the Noticeboard 

on our website, but as a reminder: 

• Record exactly what you see – number/description of people/dogs involved, what 

they are doing, wildlife disturbed/killed, vehicles involved (make and registration 

number), and the location of this activity (the police will ask for a postcode; the 

postcode for the SITA waste plant adjacent to Newton Marsh is PR4 0XE). 

• Report it to the police on 101 and request a police response 

• Get a police log number for the incident. 

• We do not advise approaching or challenging people involved in hare-coursing.  

 

Upcoming Meetings 

• 23rd April – Birdwatching in the Costa De Sol and Malaga with Jim Wacey, and the 

Photographic Competition 

• 28th May – The Origin of the Species Sphenisciformes (Penguins) with Howard 

Phillips 

• 25th June – Co-operative Breeding in Long-tailed Tits with Stuart Sharp  
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